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INTERACTIVE INFINITE MARKOV PARTICLE SYSTEMS 
WITH JUMPS 

By 

Seiji HIRABA 

Abstract. In [2] we investigated independent infinite Markov par-

ticle systems as measure-valued Markov processes with jumps, and 

we gave sample path properties and martingale characterizations. ln 

particular, we investigated the exponent of Holder-right continuity in 

case that the motion process is absorbingか stablemotion on (0, ro) 

1vi1h O < 7. < 2, that is, time-changed absorbing Brownian motions on 

(0, ::t;)) by the increasing 7./2-stable Levy processes. 

In the present paper we shall extend the results to the case of 

simple interactive infinite Markov particle systems. We also consider 

the absorbing stable motion on a half space H = R"ー 1x (0, w) as a 

motion process. 

1. Settings and Previous Results 

In this section we give the general settings and the known results which are 

given in [2] in order to describe the main results in§3 and§4. 

Let S be a domain of R". しet(w(t), PxJ,2:o.xeS be a S-valued Markov 

process having life time ({H;) E (0, w) such that 111 E D([O, ((11,))→ S), i.e., 

w• [0,((1v))→ S is right continuous and has left-hand limits. For convenience, we 

fix an extra point△ ¢S and set 1v(t) = !:,, if t;;,: ((11'). Moreover we shall extend 

functions .f on S to on {△ } by .f(△） = 0, if necessary 

We use the following notations: Let Sc Rd be a domain 

. If x=(.11, ... ,.Ytf)ER", then a;,. .. ;,=が/(ex;,... OX;,), 尻＝が/(oxf}and 

c3; = c) for each k = 0, l, ... , i = l, ... ,d. Moreover 01 = o/ot for time 

I:::,: 0. 
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def 
• / E Cc= C,.(S)~/ is a continuous function on S with compact support 

in S, and C'{三ば(S):= Cc(S)nCGC(S) 
k 

def 
• For each integer k~0, ct := ct(R")ls, that is, / E C1, ¢=? f 1s a re-

striction to S of le-times continuously differentiable function on Rd with 
def 

bounded derivatives of order between O and k. Moreover J E C。←⇒/ IS 
continuous on S and /(x)→ 0 whenever x→ oS or Jxl→ oo. Furthermore 

Cb := Cf, Cf :=几:~ふct:=C。nct ltd c0 :=几ct

• For a function space D on S, IE D十⇔ /ED; f 2':: 0 

• (p,f〉:= fs f(x)p(dx) for a function / on S and a measure 11 on S. 

The following two assumptions are the same as 111 [21 

ASSUMPTION I. Let (Pふ.::Obe the transition semigroup of (1v(1), 八）， I.e.,

PJ(x) = E、.ff(1v(t)):I< (j. 

(i) (P,) is a s1ro11gly continuous nonnegative con1raction sernigroup on 

(C。,11・11,.) with genermor (A, 欲A)),where 11/11,. = sup、,esl/(x)J
(ii) c:: C 到A)and there is a Strictly positive Jimction {Jo E Co such that 

go E§(A) and rhc11 g炉AfE C1, wi1h幻 =l / go for every f E CC: and 

I= go. 

(iii) SUP,5r11Yo1 P,goll,. く ~ for every T > 0. 

Under this assumption we introduce a function space D110 c叩） as follows: 

def 
/ E D!/0⇔ / E~(A) such that 11Yo1fにく coand 11Yo1 Afllo: < co. 

Clearly go E Dg0 and C戸cD
/Jo -

Moreover smce c::.c is dense in C。and

P,c;-: c D110 for every t?. 0, D110 is a core for A. However, D!lo may be too large, 

so we further need the following assumption: 

ASSUMPTION 2. There exist a bounded jimcrion g1 E C汽 g1:2: go(> 0) and a 

core D c D11。(wedenole D = Dy with y = (go, q1)) smi~ かing1he Jo/lowing: 

(i) If f E D0, 1hen lim,:o + (P,f2(x) -f(が） exists for each XE s (we 
also denote the limit co Aド(x)), o,P,f2(x) = A P,f2(x) == P,Aド(x)

（→ A戸(x)as r↓ 0 .for each x E S), A/2 E C1, and IIり11A/2//-r.,< co 

(ii) For each T > 0, SUP,e(O. ・n 11り「1P,q1 llxく②

(iii) For each O < s < T, SUP,e[s r1llgo1 P,q1 lloo < 00 

(iv) There e、-x;isrconstan1s O ::;:; y < I, b > 0 such ,hat sup。~ , ~,) {;・11勾 P,gi1100 

<x 

(v) {Jo E D"・
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All through the present paper we suppose that Assumption I and 2 are 

fulfilled. We shall sometime use the notation II・llu。==II・/goll<t)-

Let ;ヽJo=名。(S) be a space of counting measures on 
def 

J.IE 払，o ~ f.l = L位、" such that <μ, go〉<ro and 
s
 

defined 

29 

as 

1-111→ μ 
def 

in ,.,t/110¢:: ⇒ sup(,u,,, go〉<rx:i, 

〈J.l,nf〉→ 〈pJ〉 for all f E Cc and f = go, 

where C = C(S) denotes the space of all continuous functions with compact 

supports on S. Then ✓ti伝 is metrizable and separable 

We mainly consider the case that the generator has the form 

(I. 1) A=が +A",

wi1!1 

d ,t I 
が/(、r)==うこ砂(x)ojf(x)+ Lが（鳴f(x)

-i.)=I i=I 

A"/(x) = I [/(y) -「(x)・-W(x)・(y -x)!([y -xi < I)]v(x, dy) 
S¥{.、J

" 
-k(x)/(x) + L c¥x)o;f(x) 

i=I 

for IE D!/. where c/i, /yi E Ch(S), (泣） is positive definite, k(x)~0 denotes the 

killing rate by jumps, (,/(x)) depends on jumps, and v(x,dy) is the Levy kernel 

on S x (S¥{x}) satisfying that 

supJ (1Aly-xl2)v(., ―,dy) < ro. 
xeS S¥{x} 

Independent IMPS; Results in 121 

Let (X,, P1,) be an (indistinguishable) independent Markov particle system 

(IMP) associated with the motion process (,v(r). P.、)，i.e.,for many independent 
(d) 

motions (1i:11(1), P、..)= (ll,(1), p、,,),

X,=Lふ・,,(,)is
II 

ir ,, = L,,<5_、-、， onS. and P,, = IT p、,,.
II 
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The oenerator£10 of this particle system is given by the following: for 
::, 

/EC乞

鈴 e―<--.I〉(ti)=-(p,ef A(¥ -e―•「) 〉e ー〈11.f〉

=-〈p,Af-ff〉e-〈11..f〉'

where rJ := Af -ef A(l —ご） In fact, let {~ } be the filtration generated by 

｛ぷ}and set 

VJ(x) = -log P_,[exp -J(1v(t))) = -log{ I -Pi(I -e-f)(x)} 

We have that if O :.:; sく t,then 

E,、[e-〈ぶf〉I釘 =exp[-〈X,、,V1-sl〉l

!1 is easy to see that (V: 退。 isa nonnegative contraction semigroup on C。and

that by (ii) of Assumption l if f EC(, then l -e-f EC;-c D.1,, hence we have 

01VJ= 
P1A(¥ -e―f) AP1 ( \ —戸）

＝ 
l -P,(I -e-f) I -P1(l -e-f) 

= e V,f A (l -e -V,J) 

→ e1 A(l -e-1) = AI -「I (1 ! O) 

Note that since VJ :-:;; PJ (by Jensen's inequality), 「isnonnegative; 

「r= Af -a, VJl,=:o+ = I憫 ~ [(P,f -f) -(V,f-f)I ?'.'. 0 

and that for each f e c;r.,, v, = VJ is the unique solution to the following 

equation: 

紐 ＝砂A(l-e―"'), VO=} 

(because u1 := I -e―し、satisfies姑 =Au,, uo = I -e―f and the unique solution 

is given as佑=P,(I -e―f)). Moreover if Avi(x) is well-defined for t > 0, x ES, 

then 

弘 =Au1-fv1, vo=f. 

By using the Markov property and by induction we have 

PROPOSITION I (Prop. I in [I]). For every O~ 11 ~ ・ ・. ~ 111 and J; E D;:, 
i = I, 2, _ ... n 

• J 
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E,,[〈x,,,.Ii〉..〈x,,』,_(,, 〉］

II II 

:$ ITくμ,P』 〉+ci"'lとl1〈tl,P1Jj〉
i=I i=I j,t-i 

n 

+ cti L IT〈μ,Pりi〉+・・ ・+C,巳区(11,P,,Jj〉+C,¥"l
り＃りjか・,.ii j=I 

where C 
(11) 
k'  k=I ..... n are posttwe constants. depending on n. (.{ll/,llcr.;}心,,)

We introduce a non-negative operator Q as Qf = A/2 -2/A(for / E D釦

which is well-defined by (i) of Assumption 2 and plays an important role to 

investigate the exponents of Holder (right) continuity. The non-negativity follows 

from (P,f2 -/2) -2/(P,f -/) ;;;:_ (P,f)2 -2/P,f + /2 = (P,.fー 1')2:::::.0 

e a r 1sconunuous THEOREM I (Th. 2.3 and Cor. 2.1 in j2]). Lei (1v(1). P、)b t 
Markou process in D(¥0,((1v))→ S) with transition semiqroup (P,) sat, 約 ing

Assumption I and 2. Ler 11 E忍。 Tl、1ejolloivinq holds wit/1 P1i-f}rubab山lyone. 

(i) {〈X1,9o〉}is ((I -y)/2 -e)-Holder right co111inuous at I= 0 for Sl.{[fi-

cientZY s1110/f e > 0, where the constan, 0 :<;; i'< I is in (iv) of Assump-

1io11 2. 

(ii) ff 〈)I,り1〉<co, in particular, if g1 (x) = go(x) then {〈X,,go〉} is 

(I /2 -e)-H6fder right continuous a1 t = 0 for sufficiently small e > 0. 

(iii) For each .fixed to > 0, {〈x,,go〉}is (J/2 -r,)-Holder right co111inuous at 

t = to .for suL加ientlysmall r. > 0. 

2. Sampling Replacement Markov Particle Systems 

Letμ= Lふ:,,E .,fl.!!。Let (Y,, P, 了） be a sampling replacement Markov 

particle system associated with the motion process (w(r), P、), sampling re-

placement rate え>0 and sampling replacement probability q(d(m,n)) = 

Lullk 1b(k,l)(d(m,n)) on N2, where Pu 2:: 0, pu  = 0 and乞Pk.I=I. Each 

particle first moves independently each other. After a J.-exponential random time, 

two particles are selected randomly, for example, 111-th and 11-th particles are 

selected with probability p111,11, and at that time the 111-th particle jumps to the 

place o「the11-th particle. Then the 111-th particle moves independently. And these 

operations are continued. We denote each particle by 11',~(r) such that w;(O) = x,,, 

and hence兄＝こ，A,.・,;(,)・Notethat if (P,) is non-conservative, then it is possible 

that the dead particles come life again. 
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Recall (X,, P1i) is the independent Markov particle system with the motion 

process (w(t), P;、）. For f E Dy, set L/(p) = E, 「[exp-〈Y,J〉jand Li(μ)= 

E/l[exp -〈X1,f〉].Then 

叫） =e一〈/IV,l〉 withVJ(x) = -log E_、[e-f(..,(ilJj = -log(I -?1(! -e-f)) 

It is easy to see that L,Y (p) satisfies the following equation 

Lt (11) == e―エ (11)+ }. J。:dse―心Jq(d(m, n))P,(Gm 11L1-s)(,u), 

―̀ where (P,) is the transition semigroup of (X,, P砂and0111_11 is an operator such 

that it makes the m-th particle jump to the place of n-th particle of 11 = 

区<5kE .Iiん。 ona class of all functions F(1-1) and it is defined by 0111,11F(μ) = 

F(p111・'1) with 1-1111・11 = fl -b.,.., + J,、n・ Notechat P.,0111.11 = 0111.11P, holds. The solu-

tion is given as 

、 k . 
(l.l) 

(2. l) L,r (p) == T,eー〈-.V,f〉(11) with T, =予e―;_,下 (Jゞq(d(m,n))0111.11) 
k 

where T1 is an operator on a class of functions F(11) with polynomial growth of 

〈p,fi〉:〈tl,Ji〉,...'〈11,J;,:〉(j;E D9) and 

(J q(d(m,n))0111,11)人「(,tt)= (J q(d(m,n))0,,,,,,)← 1 L P111.11F(μm,11) 
Nl Nl 111.IIE入；

The generator町 ofthis particle system is given by the following: for 

f E ('. 乞

叫 <・.J〉(11)= !L'oe-〈f〉(p)+えJ(e-V"・".f〉-e―(μ.J〉)q(d(m, n)) 

= -{〈p,Af-「f〉+;_ J〈b_,・,,-bx,,,,f〉q(d(m,n)) 

—; • J1e-〈,1,,,ー,l.,,,..f〉-t+<ふ，，―ふ、,,,,,/〉lq(d(m,n))}e-<,,J〉

(more general formula of幻 F(μ)is given in§5). We have the following result. 

Recall that we denote the particles of Y, by w,:(r), i.e., 兄＝こふ・,;(,)・Notethat 

叫(1)moves like as w11(t) during the jump times. 
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THEOREM 2 (Semi-martingale Representation of Y,). Under Assumption I 

and 2 .for (P,), ifμe .,#,110, then (Y,, P;) is an Ag。-valuedMarkov process with 

sample pa1hs in D([O, ro)→ ヽ 00)satisfying the following: 

(i) { (Y,,Yo〉} has the same exponent of Holder right continuity as in 

Theorem I. 

(n) If the motion process (w(t),Px) has generator A of 1he form as in (I.I), 

then for f E D0, 

〈Y,J〉=〈Y。/〉+r {< Y,,Af> +), I <b11-~(s) -b..,;,(s),f〉q(d(m,n))} ds 

゜+ M,'(f) + M;1(f), 

where 

M「(I) is a con1inuous L2-marlingale 

with quadra1ic variation〈〈Mc(!)〉〉I=[ 
I I 

.oく咋Q'f〉ds=2fi。〈Yむ戸f〉dsand 

／ 

M,d(.l) = f J <JL,I〉N(ds, dμ) is a purely discontinuous maningale 
. 0 JI" 

90 

where N = N -N is !he martingale measure wi1h 

N(ds, dμ) = L r5(u江 ）(ds, dμ)・ thejump measure of { Yふ
11: △）',, taO 

N(d~, dμ) := dy{Jれ(dx)(J v(x,dy)如，.-入） +k(x)ふ、5,,)

+A Jq(d(m,n))孤・,;(,)-ti.らMl}(dμ): the compensator of N. 

PROOF. The proof is the same as the independent case (Proof of Theorem 

2.4 in [2]). However, we need some computations. First the Markov property can 

be shown by mathematical induction. Forり<12, .fi..h EC巴 letLt忍(μ)= 

E,'.'[exp(-〈Y,,,/1〉-〈Y炉 h〉)]. Recall that L," (μ) = L{ (p) = E,'.'[exp -〈Y,,f〉]

satisfies (2. I) and the solution is given as L{ (p) = T,P,[exp -<-J〉](11).Hence it 

1s easy to see that L J,.f, -J.L satisfies the following equation: ,, ;'? ()  

L(,'忍(J.1)= e―i.,,P,, (e-〈f1〉L如）(JL) 

+J. ・Cdse―is.f q(d(m,n))P、.(0111,,L(,1!},1,_,) (p). 
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The solution is given as 

L紐(JL)= T,, 凡(e-〈・J,〉L幻）(p) 

=E, 「[eー〈Y,,./1)豆[e―()'、戸1Ji〉ll.

Therefore by induction, for every n EN, if,, < 12 < 

it holds that 

< l11, /1'... ,f,, EC、';,then 

E,;[exp(-〈Y,,,/1〉-・・ 一(Y,.,J;,〉）］

＝尻[e-〈Y、,J1〉Ef、I[e-〈Y、:-,,-Ji>... E~、nー I [eー〈)'、n・1n-lJ. 〉1・ll. 

Next we shall show that (Y1, P,;') satisfies a moment inequality of the same 

type as in Proposition I. 

PROPOSITION 2. le£T > 0 and n EN. For every O ::; £1 ::; ・ ・:,::; t11:,;; T and 

/; E D;, i = I, 2, ... , n, 

財 [〈Y,,,Ji〉・..〈Y,.,f,, 〉l

II II 

s:: IT〈p,P』〉 +c;'.'~ L II〈p,P1,Jj〉
i=I i=I ja"i 

+cけと l1〈p,P,,Jj〉+••• + C,¥:¥.T t (μ, P,』〉+c,\'.'~, 
i1¢-i?j¢-i1.i2 j=I 

(11) 
where C k,T, k=I .... , n are pos11we conswn1s depending on (n, T, {11/;ll00い）．

PROOF. For simplicity, we use notations J;11 = f(x111) and II・ II= II ·ll co • Since 
0111,t〈1-1J〉=〈f.l,f〉+Ji-}屈<〈1-1,f〉+11/11, we have for every k EN, 

(Li q(d(m, 1))0111,1)¥〈μ』〉..〈μ山〉） s; (〈1-1,Ji〉+kllfi II)・・・((μ, J,, 〉+k¥lJ;,11) 

Moreover if we denote by M(j;).t) the }-th moment of).1-Poisson distribution, 

then 

T1(〈・,/1〉...〈.'J,,〉)(1-1) 

k 

＝互e―i.t号（しq(d(m,/))0111,1) k (〈・,Ji〉...〈・,J;,〉)(.u) 

:5 t M(n -j; }.t) L <μ ふ〉・..〈f.1,/;;〉IIJ;;,,11・ ・ ・llfi,,11 
j=O {i,, ... , り}c: {I, ... , 11} 
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Therefore by applying Proposition I and the above inequality to 

El了[<Y,,, ./i〉・..〈Y,,,,J,,〉]= T,(E.[(X,,J1〉..〈X1",f,,〉])(μ): 

we can get the desired inequality. 

．
 

Thus the proo「canbe proceeded by the same way as in the independent case 

(see§4 in [2]). In that way we can get the following result. forµ=~'ぶ，， E .,/f, りO>

feC巴 let

叫 I)=〈μ,Af-「f〉-J. J!e―<rJ_,.,,, ―rlxnJ〉-l]q(d(m,n)) 

THEOREM 3. For f E C巴

ヽ

e―く）',J〉-e―〈Y。,/〉-I幻 e―〈/〉(Y,)ds 

゜is a P1了-martingale.Moreover 

H,(f) = exp [-〈Y,J〉+L甲(Y.,J)ds] 

is also a P Y 
/I 
-marunga/e 

PROOF. By the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [2] we have if 

s < t, then 

a,E,;[eー<}'、I〉1乞]= fJ,T,_,(e―(・. V、_,/〉)(Y,) 

= f),、=0+T, __ ,+,、(e-<・-v,_,,,J〉)(Y,) 

= a,,=o+ E,'.'[T,、C―(・.J今I〉(Y,)I免l

=E, 了[a,、=O+T"e―(・. v.J〉（兄） 1克l

=E,'.'[幻'e―<I〉(Y,)I ffs] ． 
By using the above results it is not difficult to prove the semi-martingale 

representation of Y, as of X, in [2]. In fact, for / E C戸， (Y,J〉isa special semi-

martingale, thus, 

くY,,f〉=〈Y。,f〉+C,(f) + M,''(f) + N,(f) + l¥り(/),
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where C1(f) is a continuous process of locally bounded variation, Mt(f) is a 

continuous L2-martingale with quadratic variation〈〈Mc(/)〉〉1,and 

凡(I)=r J 〈p,f〉l(/1μ1/< l)N(ds,dμ), 
0 .,/, バ

N1U)=『J<1-1,/>l(l/1-tll~ I)N(ds, dμ) 
0 ,//± 

with the jump measure N of { Yふ itscompensator N and fl= N -fl. 
If we set 

B1U) =CU)+『I 〈μ,J奴 (ds,dt1) 
〇 {11,,Jl;;:I}

+~-『必· J 〈ふ，，(s) ― J..,m(s),f〉q(d(m,n)), 

゜
then by applying Ito's formula for Z,(/) we can get 

I 
嘉 (f)+うd〈〈Mc(f)〉〉I+fie―〈11.J〉・-I+〈j.t,f〉)N(dt,d11) 

＝ー4'(Y1;f)dt 

= {-〈Y,,Af〉+〈Y,町〉＋えj{e―＜生（ヽ）一ふ・,;ヽ1,1-/〉- l)q(d(m,n))}dt 

= {-[〈Y1,Af〉+}.f〈0.. ,,;(1) -o,v,;,(1),f〉q(d(m,n))] +〈Y1,flj〉

+〈Y,,「'1〉+J.. fie-〈0吋(1)ーc¥.,;,{r)./〉-I+〈<5w;(t)-Ow,;,(1), f〉]q(d(m,n))}dt 

Thus we have 

and 

ふ(/)= J。1〈Y,,Af〉ds+えl〈ふ，，；(1) -0 ... ,;,(1).f〉q(d(m,n)), 

〈〈M'(f)〉〉1=21〈Y,,r'J〉ds= l。1〈Ys匂〉 dJ
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N(ds, dμ) = ds{J Ys(dx) (I v(x, dy)c>(o,,-o,) + k(x)6-o,) 

＋えJq(d(m,n))恢，；(,)-和，(,)l}(dμ) 

Therefore the proof is completed. 

3. Martingale Problems for幻

37 

． 
The following assumption is needed to prove the well-posedness of martingale 

problems. 

ASSUMPTION 3. For each f E (C:-')+, AV,f = -A log(J -P,(J -e—f )) is 

well-defined and A V,f is continuous in l under the norm 11・/g11100, i.e., 

ll(AVJ -AV,0J)/gi/Jro→ 0 (t→ to). 

In the「ollowingwe suppose that the generator A of the motion process has 

the fom1 of (I.I). 
def 

For 17 E J/,90, let F(!'/) = <D(〈1'/,Ji〉,".'(ry,_f,, 〉） E~。一①(x) E cro(R") is a 

polynomial growth function with polynomial growth derivatives of all orders and 

_{; E Du, i = l, ... , n. For this F(17), the generator鈴 ofX, will be extended to the 

following form: 

＂ 
塙 F(17)= L麟(〈17,八〉，．．．，〈Y/,f,, 〉)〈17,Af;〉

i=I 

I II +2L心(<11,fi〉)，<11,,!,, 〉)〈I'/,Qc(j;, fj)〉
i.j=I 

+ J { J v(x,dy) [<1>((17,fj〉+f1(y) -./i(x), ... , 〈nふ〉
S S¥{x} 

+ f,,(y) -f,,(x)) — ①(〈n』〉,． ． ）〈砂〉）

n 

一〗輝((1JJ1 〉> ...) (17, f,, 〉）(f;(y) -f;(x))l 
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+ k(x) [①(〈'1,Ji〉-Ji (x), • ••I <'1,J;, 〉-J;,(x)) 

ー CD(〈n』〉)・ 1〈'1,J;, 〉）

+ t o;<D(〈r;,Ji〉)..)〈'1,J;, 〉）Ji(x)] }"l(dx), 
i=I 

where 

Qc(f,g)(x) =区砂(x)8J(x)o、g(x).
i.j 

For F(f/)EPJ。,the generator町 ofY, will be extended to 

町 F('!)=鈴F("I)+ }. jt0111.11F(r1) -F('!))q(d(m,n)) 

THEOREM 4 (Martingale Problem for (!I! r, 欲。，p)). Under Assumption 1, 2 

and 3, suppose that the generator A is given as in (1. 1). Let p E ./11110. 

(i)叶(Yo= p) = 1 holds and for each F(J.L) =①(〈μ,Ji〉,.'',(/.Iル〉） e紗。9

Mt = F(Y1) -F(Yo)ー［匹（凡） ds is pY 

゜
μ -rnar11ngale. 

(ii) If there is a probability measure Q1, on D = D([O, co)→ 払;10)such 1hat 

the canonical process 加）＝叫1) (w E D) sa1isfies the same conditions as 

(Y,, P, 「） in (i) and・ 

『＜む釦〉ds< co Q,,-a.s. for all t 2". 0, 

゜then Q,, = P1了oy-i on D, that is, martingale problem }or (!l!r,§。,1-1) on D is 

well-posed 

PROOF. The proof is essentially the same as the independent case (see§5 

in [21). However, the computations are more complicated, so we give the outline 

of the proof. (i) is easily obtained. We show (ii). We always fix / E C巴 T> 0, 

and set町(ri)= Tい (exp-〈,Vr-J〉）(rJ) (0 :s; I :s; T,r/ E汲ry0).[t is no diffi-

cult to show that {町（幻｝心1 is a Q11-martingale. In fact, by using fto's 
formula 
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d(exp -〈立j〉)＝ー〈方AI-f'J〉eー<Y、,J〉'dt

+;、Jq(d(m,n))(0111,11 -l)e -<J〉(Yi)dt + d(Q,,-martingale) 

Since T, is a bounded operator, we have (set v, = v,T = Vr-J again) 

d(町 （名）） = TT-1(-i. J q(d(m,n))(Gm,11 -I)e―(-, I、,〉 -<-, aル1〉e―<,v, 〉

- 〈•， 仇ー「ひ〉e―(,.v, 〉＋えJq(d(m, n))(0m,, -I)e―(・,Iり〉）（名） dt 

+ d(Q,,-martingale) 

=Tい(-〈, 6心 +Au,-「lit〉e-<・し、〉）(Y1) + d(Q,,-martingale) 

= d(Q,、-martingale)

Hence for O s s < I s T, we have 

Q,,I町 (Y,)I克i=町 （松

and set T = 1, then 

Q,,[e-く）り.f〉|克l=T,_、C―〈 v,_J〉（兄）．

Therefore P/1 = Q1, on D. 

4. Multi-Dimensional Absorbing Stable Motions on a Half Space 

39 

■ 

In§3 of 12] as a motion process we considered absorbing Brownian motion 

and absorbing stable motion on (0, •X>) and discussed the Holder (right) con-

tinuities of {X,}. It is possible to consider absorbing motions on H = Rd-I x 

(0, oo) and we can get the same results as in Theorem 3.1 and in Corollary 3.1 

of 12]. For the absorbing Brownian motion, it is not so difficult and es-

sentially done in [ l ]. So in this section we only discuss the absorbing stable 

motion on H. 

For a function / on H, let J be an extension of f to on Rd defined 

as 

/(x)-u悶。+)-0 悶こ闊
ゴ（．凡一況） （況 <0), 
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.., 
where x = (ふ況） EH. Note that if x EH, then / (x) = f(x). The generator 

A―=A―, " of absorbing a-stable motion (1町 (t),P.~) = (w→ (t), p□) on H is 

given as A―'ダf(x)= Aヅ(x);(A-1s the same as L-in§4 of [ii, however, in 

which we have some miss-prints) 

dy 
A方 (x)= c J [](x + y)・-](、¥・)-Vl(x)・y!(IYI < I)]~ 

R'¥{O} IYI 
(4.1) 

.r,, 
=CJ 叫 !f(x+ y) -f(x) -Vf(x)・yl(IYI < I)] 

dyd 
tl+,x 

R''-1 -x、I IYI 

cc dy,1 
+Cf 叶[J(x+ y) -f(、¥"+ ji, Yd -Xt1) -2/(x)]―-

Rd-I 
d+2 

x、, IYI 

with some positive constant c, where i111 the last term the integral corresponding to 

Vf(x) • y is equal to zero by the symmetric property (of course, it is integrable). 

We can also write that if O <ct.< I, then 

A方 (x)=CJ け(y)-J(x)I 
dy 

d+l 
RJ¥{x} IY -xi 

=CI炉—I dji{ I。~[J(y) -f(x)]K(x, y) dyi1 

-2/(x) r dyd } 
o I (jiーふYd+均）1"+≪ J 

= C L,-1 dy J。~[/(JV) -f(x)]K(x, y) 叫 — f(x)k(x),
and that if I :;;; a < 2, then 

dy 
A万 (x)=CJ げ(y)-](x) -V](x)・(y-x)I(IY -xi< I)] 

Rd¥(x} IY-xld+≪ 

=C J炉— I dy{ r [I(y) -f(x) -1/f(x). (y -x)I(IY -xi< l)]K(x, y) dy,1 

゜+「[-2/(x)-1/f(x)・(y -x)I(ly-xi< I) 

-゚1/f(x)・(y--r, -ydー況）I(l(ji -ふYd+X<1)I < I)] 

X 
dyd 

I (ji ー 、x,y、,+~戸｝
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a:, 

=CJ叫[f(y)-f(x) -Vf(x)・(y -x)I(ly--xi< l)]K(x, y) dYd 
Rd-I 0 

-f(x)k(x) +'ilf(x)・c(x), 

where 

K(x,y) = 
I(y # x) I 

IY -xld+a l (ji — え， Yd + 況）Id+,' 

k(x) = k(況） = 2c J叫ro dyd 
d+c, RdーI Xd IYI 

and 

゜c(x) = c J 叫1-(J;一ふ一Ydー況）l(l(Y —ふ Yd+ 況)I < I) 
RJ-i 0 

-(y-x)I((y-x[ < l)l 
dyr1 

I (ji — ふ Yd+叫I
<Y.> 

=CI叶厄）Id+況）l(¥(ji, Yd+況）I< l) 
Rd-I 。

dyt1 
-(_ji,yd-Xd)I(l(_ji,yd-Xd)l<l)] . . 

Y, Yd+ Xt1 

Let h0(v) be a cw-function on (0, 改） such that O < h。:,;;I on (0, ro), 

h0(v) = v for v e (0, 1/2] and h0(v) = I for v~ 1. Let d < p < d + a. Set gp(x) = 
def 

(I+ lxl2)―"12 and 9p.o(x) := gμ(x)ho(xd) for x EH. Let f E Cp <=⇒ /E C(RりIii;

11//gpll<IOく ro./ E Cp,O~ 八 C(R加， II//gp oll < co. Moreover set 

/EC}。 ~fE Ci;(R叫 ，

fori,Jicd,f砂/,o;f, otf E Cp,O and切砂/E Cp 

Then we can take D = ， cJ p,O・ 
Moreover for each O <a< 2, Q―f = Q--~1 = A/2 -/A/ is given by the 

following formula. 

x, 2 dyd 
(4.2) Q—,~J(x) = c J dy J [f(x + y) -/(x)] -;;:;::; 

R"ーI -;、d IYI 

+c J叫00[{/(x + y) -f(ji +ふYd-Xd)}
Rd-I 況
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{f(x + y) + f(_ji +ふ）'ti-況)-2/(x)} + 2/(x) 2]喜

= C Ld-1 dy I。~[f(y)-J―(x)I K(、r, y) c加 +J―(x)2k(x).

Tt!EOREM S. Let d~I, d < p < d + a, JI E J/!11p0 and let 1he motion process 

be absorbing 1J.-s1able motion on H with O < a < 2. Let r. > 0 denote an arbitrary 

small number 

(i) For (X,, P,、)the following holds. 

(a) Under P,,, {〈X,,9p.O〉}is (J/(2(av l))-t:)-Holder righ1 continuous 

m t = 0. Moreover 1n case of l < Ct. < 2, if〈μ,小〉<oo with g, (x) = 

gp(x)ho(xd) 2-", then {〈X,,{Jp.O〉}is (I /2 -1:)加 Iderrigh1 cominuous 

at I= 0. 

(b) ff to > 0, then under PJI, {〈x,,g,,.o〉}is (1/2 -c)-Holder righ1 con-

tinuous at l == lo for eve1y O < Cl. < 2. 

(ii) For (Y,, P1;) the same resul1s hold as above. 

PROOF. Let d ~ 2. The proof is proceeded in the same way as the 

case of d = l. It suffices to check that the conditions in Assumption I and 2 

are fulfilled with go = gfl o and with suitable g1 E ccc, 0 :<,:; y < I as follows. 

Let h I E cw; 0 < h 1 :<,:; I, /り(v)=vlog(l/v)for ve(0,1/e] and h1(v)=l for 

V~ l. 

(i) If O <CJ.< I, then g1 (x) = g1, o(x), y = 0. 

(ii) If CJ.= 1, then g1(x) =叫x)h1(況）， y= o for any small O < o < I. 

(iii) If I < CJ. < 2, then g1 (x) = gp(x)ho(況）2-ク, y = I -I/a. 

Note that as x,1↓ 0, 

91 (x) ~ Xt1 (0 < Cl. < I), ~ふ,log(1/xd) (Cl.= !), ~ x戸 (i<C1.<2)

For simplicity of the notations we omit the superscript "CJ." as P('cx = P; ―, 

A—.~=A —. We shall show the following. Since they imply ll9p,0P1-g111 00~ Ci•, 
we can get the ((! -y)/2 -t:)-Holder right continuity. 

(Cl) C/。こ到A―)， P「CC:,C C1~ 。 for every,::=: 0, sup,~O.O<x,, s ilx,11 P,-Bp,o(x)I 

く ooand A-c1:,0こ Cpo (these imply Assumption I and that C,;,o is a 
core). 
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(C2) For every / e c;;,0, a,P,-f2(x) = A―P,-J2(x) = P「A-.戸(x) (x EH), 

A-.[2 E Ct, and II釘 QプII"'く w (these imply (i) of Assumption 2). 

(C3) For each O < /J :,; 1, sup心 oP「(y;f)(x)s 2(1 + fJ)xfJ for all x EH (this 

implies (ii) of Assumption 2). 

(C4) For each O < fl s I, sup。 ぐ 心1x-;1 P,-(砂）(x) s C11c<1 -P)/x with a con-

stanr C11 > 0 depending only on fl (this implies (iii), (iv) of Ass1m1p-

tJOn 2). 

Note that we take y = (I -fJ)/r;. in Assumption 2. More exactly, if O < a < I, 

then /J= I, i.e., y=O. Jf a= I; then fl= 1-c5 for any small 0<c5< 1, i.e., 

y = c5. Jf l <a< 2, then fl= 2 -et., i.e., y = I -!/a. (C3) and (C4) can be 

shown in a way similar to the case of d = 1; (B.3) and (B4) in [2] by using the 

following. For the density p'(x) of the rotation invariant et.-stable motion on 

Rd starting from O; p,"(x) = 1―df,pf(t―1hx) and Pf(X)ご C(l/¥ lxl-d- ~). The 

transition density p「（ふy)三―'()p, x, y of absorbing Ct.-stable motion on H 1s 

given as 

町(x,y) = p,X(y -x) 一吋(}-.、，.')ヤ／＋況）＝ーrJ~属 (S,ーぷ．）ヤ1+ v) dv. 
-XJ 

We also use the following result 

f z;; 国（え召+u) dz is bounded in u ER. 
. II 

From these results we can gel (C3), (C4). 

In each (Cl), (C2), the claims except the last one can be shown by the 

same way as in d = l. In order to show the last claims of (Cl), (C2), it is 

enough to prove that for each .f E C}.0, there is a constant C > 0 such 

that 

IA―/(x)I :s; Cx,1 for O < Xd :s; 1/2 and Q―f(x) :s; C引(x) for all x EH. 

Let O <ふ,::; 1/2. For A― we use the formula (4.1). In the following we de-

compose as A―I=  (Jぃ十 h2)+ (み＋み） and we shall show each term has 

order ofゃ ，.. d>ふI,X、1,x,1, respectively. The mam calculus is of 11,2 (I < er. く 2)and 

{l.,vl~ l }, {lyl < l} },. In the first term of (4.1) we divide the mtee.ral area to・  

and denote the corresponding terms by Ji,, (x), l1,2(x) respectively. 1n the 

following we use the same symbols C', C" as any positive finite constants which 

are independent of x. First note that if I.Fl ~ I and INI :s; x,1 :s; l /2, then 

I.if~I ー サ:?: 3/4 =: b. By j/(x)j :s; Cxt1, 
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ll1,1(x)l=lcJ f、d dyd 
dj, [/(x + y) -/(x)]/(IYI c I)三

Rd-1 -Xd 

叫叫'"C(2況 +Yt1)~
叩 b O IYI 

dji ・'"
~2cC j -:-;r;:; J (2xt1 + Yt1) dyt1 

叩 bIYI 0 

00 dr 況

:.,:; 2cC f ~ j (2況+Yt1) dyd 
. b I 0 

ScC 
=― b―1-1叶=C砂

l+a 

Next note that if !YI<!, then IYI <!and that for some 0E(0,1), 

lf(x + y) -/(x) -V/(x)・YI =~l/(2>(x + 0y)·y汀~ ~11/(2) 11。 I Y l 2

If O < t:1. くし thenIYl"-2・H c IYld-l+x by d -2 +Cl.> 0, and 

,'d ) dyd 
lli,2(x)I = Iし＇］叶 [/(x+ y) -f(x) -Vf(x)・y]/(IYI < l~ 

Rd-1 ーふI IYI 

::,; CJ 叫x、1lf(x + y) -f(x) -Vf(x) 
dy,1 

·YI~ 
1月<I -.¥J IYI 

叶叫'dll/(2)11wlYl2累
1月<I O IYI 

::,; c J dji マ ll/(2lllc砂 I
切<1IYI 

I 

s; CI戸 drllf叫1砂 I

゜
＝ 
clJ/(2>1100 

Xt1-= C'xt1. 
¥-a 

On the other hand if I ::::; り<2, then by using 

l I 
f(x + y) -f(x) -'ilf(x)・y = -/(2l(x)・/ + -[P¥x + 0y)・y3 

2 6・ 
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with some 0 E (0, 1), and the corresponding integral to四勾祐f(x)y;ydis equal 

to zero by symmetric property in Yd, we have 

[J1,2(x)I s c Ll<l dy [d {苫叩(x)IIYd ly」I+ 喝f(x)IY~

+~IIJPl ll IYl3} 1; ~yム
Let O <€ < 2 -(/. and set ct.,:= ct.+€ e (1,2), then IYldH-2 2 IYl''-1 -•1yd[ ー I+四

By lotf(x)I, lo~f(x)I s Cxd for i,j-# d, corresponding terms to J(2l are less than 

or equal to 

Cxd J dy rd dyd = Cxi1『因 dr立二= C 砂―"'
Jj,J<I IYld-1-e O Ydー1丑 。 2ー知 (2-IX, )€ . 

For the last term, by d~2, a~I, i.e., d +IX- 3~0, we have IYl"+"- 3~ 
1-dNー3YI . Hence the last term 1s less than or equal to 

I -門~-311/(3)110::況＝］；凸drll/(3)11砂 I=ll{〗~\~oo 況
1月<IIYI 

These estimates imply IJ1,2(x)I s C'x". In the second term of (4.1) we also divide 

the integral area to {lyl~ I} , {IYI < I} and denote the corresponding terms by 

h(x), h(x) respectively. Forみ(x),by 

lf(x + y) -f(y +ふ）ヤ1-xd)I S 2叫固/11:f.)

and 1/(x)I s Cxr1, we have 

ro 

防(x)I= c J 叫[f(x+ y) -f(え+Y, Yd ー 況）ー 2/(x) ]I( I YI ~ I ) dyd R"- ' 、•、, IYl"+"I 

scJ 2(118心 +C)叫(IYI~ I)
N 

苫
IYI 

::;; C'x」名=C11x,1. 
JyJ,:.1 IYI 

For h(x) = c fnぃ d刃、:[/(x+ y) -_((31十ぷYdー況）ー2/(x)JI(IYI< I)予
((x + y) -f(え+y,yd-況） ー2/(x)

= [f(x + y) -f(x + y, Yd -xd) -2/(え+J',xd)I-2[/(.x-+ y,xd) -f(x)]. 
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For the first term, by the same way as in case of d = I (in h(x)) corresponding 

to the variable Yd, we have 

1/(入十y)ー／（、Y+Y,Yt! ー入:")-2/(x)I 

s 211o;;Illxx"(yj +、\~) + C(yc1 + Xt1)、l'.cJYd+ 2C、1:;;

For the second term, note that 

,1-1 I t1-1 

／（え+y,xt1) -f(x) = L切（ふ叫Yi十うこ む（文+0y,況）Y;Yi 
i=I ―,.j=I 

and /ojf(え+0y,ふ1)1s;; C況 fori, j s;; d. Moreover note that by the symmetric 

property in y; we have 

しIdji「t勾（ふ、rt1)y;i(/y/< I)竺
況 i=I /y/ 

= I:oJ(文、:r,1)『dy,1J 噂 =0
i=I -'"d I外<F-jjIYI 

Let O <£< 2 -CJ. and set o., := CJ. 十 lE (0, 2), then IYld+x 2 IYl''-l-,IY,l+11., 

cl 2 2. Thus we can get the following: by x" s; Yd, 

仏(x)Is; c J叶I[211砂!Ila;;況 (yj+ x,~) + C(y,t +、'"")、r叫+2Cx~] dy" 
jj,j<I x、1 d+11. 

IYI 

+c J 叶＇；巳叩(、i+0y心）YiYJI翌
Iii< I. Xd i.J= I Yt1 

~C'x 
dji I "I -I (yj+x叫＋入（；竺

枷 1IYl''-I-, ふI )y)/a, 

+cf~cふ,ljil2 dji rユ
1r1<1 2 。jyj"+''

~3C'ふ,iJ。>,,斤dyr1+ら［叩I2『竺
・IYl<l O IYI 

For the second term if O < a. < I, then by I YI"げ ~IYl"y;,,

t-1<1 djijjij2 I予:::;L,f<I鳳叫夏＝三

by 
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or if I :5: a< 2, then by [yl"H~IYld+l - (Y,~'-1, 

Therefore 

l ⑮ 15il2『ユ一く］ュニdjir 3-!:!_ = __.!_ 
訴 I ・0 IYI"位ー ・I外<)IJ『1+1-c O y; くー） E(2 -叫

Iみ(x)Is; {ばら＋贔）ふ／
麟ふI

= C"xa 

(O<a.<l) 

(I~fl. く 2)

Therefore we have IAプ(x)I:s; C"x,1. 
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Next in order to show Q―f(x) $ Cg心）， itsuffices to prove that there is a 

constant C > 0 such that for O < xd s I, if O <CJ.< I, then Qプ(x)s Cxd, if 

a.= l, then Qプ(x)$ Cふ,log(!/況） if I< o. く 2,then Qプ(x)s Cxt~- We use 

the first formula of (4.2). In the following we decompose as Q-,f = (R1 +凡）＋

(S1 十 S2 ) and we shall show each R 1 , R2 , S1 has order of x~ , x~-\ ・ふ1re-

spcctively, and the main parts is S2. In the first term of the right hand side 

of (4.2), we divide the integral area of Rdー1to {j j,j~I}, {jj,j < I} and denote 

the corresponding terms by R1 (x), R2(x) respectively. By f(x) s Cx,1, we 

have 

凡(x)= c J⑮ 「[f(x+ y) -f(x)]2号
IS,I~1·-Xd IYI 

~2c J芸『Jc2(2. 況＋耀 dyd
lf l~I !YI・0 

=C砂

For R2, by liJ;f(x)I s C.xd if i =I-d, 

R心） = 2c f dy『.,[.f(x + y) -/(x)]2気
・l.il<I・ 0 IYI 

S 2c f叶l(拉＋肛）巳， +/10,Ill~wr~ 
・IJ°'l<I O i=I IYI 

s c,C.1<1 d}J。,d I (サ＋砂）IYl2 + yj] dyd 
IJl十な
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In the above we first consider the last term (which is the main term), i.e.》

』"<' 叫。:• ,,l享- j。:• dy心(l,,,<,、,+J厄 1;1<,)長-R, , (x) + R,,,(x) 

d+ク-d-1-
For R2, 1, let a., =a.+ t < 2 be the same as before. By IYI ~ IYI'IYr1I , 

l+a, 

［土口『,-tー 1dr =立
IYI⇔ IYI O 

€ 

Hence 

R2.1(x)~ 「岳星加=~『炉dyt1=~-\ジ
o Yt1 E c o (2 -a)c 

For R2.2, by IYl"+7~ IYl'1+1 and 

I _d; い『玉＝土(y,71-,-1) .s; 土凡/1-ク

y、1Slyl<IIYI Y、1

Hence 

R2.2(x)~ J。x、'y五炉（加 ＝土］。:" Y, 戸如=(I +'.1.)1(2 -a) x~ 一1

Furthermore we can show more easily that the other terms of R2 are o(x~), In 

fact, by IYI"+>~15il"-'+>'lytJ!1-e, 

Li<I叶。t、1(x~+ .Jl~)ljiり詈:::; Ll<l ,)f~~ サ、叫。:d(x;i +砂）累=C、デ
Therefore we have R心） :::; Cxジ forall O <り．く 2.

In the second term of the right hand side of (4.2), we divide the integral area 

to {IYI~ I}, {IYI < l.} and denote the corresponding terms byふ(x),S2(x) 

respectively. For S1, by 

(4.3) 

we have 

1/(x + y) -J(y +、x:,Yd -X<1)I~2ふdlo,dll oo ,

ふ (x)~(2x,dliJ,dllw · 311/lloc + 2C砂）［
dyd 

< Cx" 
-IYl::CI IYI 

d+~ ― 

For S2, by (4.3) and by 1/(x)I~Cxt1, 
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IU(x + y) -/(圧＋ふYd-x,1)}{/(x + y} + f(y +えYd―・-Xd) --2/(x)} + 2/(x)り

s; 211ad.r11砂 I.C(況＋肛） +2Cxj 

s; C況（況 十 y,1).

Hence, noting that { I YI < l }こ{I.YI<I} X {IYdl < I}, 

悩(x)Is; Cxd J叶(x,1+ Yt1) d::a s;; 2Cxd J⑮ l dJd 
IYl<I XJ IYI 

J Yd~-
IYl<I .、:d !YI 

By the same way as in R2, we can show the desired estimate as follows. Let 

『dydYd(I + I)辛=:(S2,1 (x) + S2,2(x)) 
況 I.viく）＇ヽ'J'dSIJ,l<I y 

Then IS2(x)I :s; Cxd(S2」(x)+ S2,2 (x)) Let O<lく 2-(X. By /y(+a;;?: 

l.iil"-l-,1Ydl1H,, 

Sい (x)叶翌YdI -~ い『塩旦＝］喜
況 Yd I外<wlYI 、-、Iyd E E Ld yd 

That is, if O <a< I, then S2,1(x) s C, if a= 1, then S2,1(x) s C log(I/況），

if O <a< I, then S2,1(x) s C硲―"-Moreover for S2,2, as in R2,2, by 

J砂 lfl<ldy/lYl'l+<t. s Y:i叫 (I+a), 

S2,2(x) 5 r dyd)ld I dji 
~::; 

x、')ヤ,sl.i•l< l IYI 
r)ケ'I~ct. 凡71-~dyd=土r汀 dyd
ふI Xd 

Thus S2,2 satisfies the same estimates as S2, 1-By IS2(x)I $: C況 (S2,1(x) + S2,2(x)), 

we have if O <a< 1, then S2(x) $: C入:d,if a= I, then S2(x) $: C況 log(l/況） if 

) < o: < 2, then S2(x) :s; Cxジ.These imply our desired result. ■ 

By P,-C~c C3 the following result for martingale problem is obtained by p,O, 

the same way as in d = I. 

6. Letμe Aig,。The martingale problems 

associated with absorbing swble motion on H are 

THEOREM 

ぽ y舷o,μ)
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well-posed. 
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